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About This Game
Slash It Ultimate is a colorful rhythm arcade game that uses a mix of 2D and 3D play styles.
The goal of the game is to play the rhythm of a song through various game modes and compete with other players!

The game will feature:
15 songs
7 game modes
2 difficulty levels for each mode
800+ leaderboards, show your skill and compete with others, see your ranks among your friends or global!
500+ challenging achievements

Game Modes:
Arrows Mode - use keyboard arrow keys to slash trough the beat of the game
Mouse Mode - use your fast reflexes to catch the beat with your mouse
Numbers Mode - challenge your number typing speed with different twists
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Cube Mode - collect the beat, avoid obstacles and fight against the camera view as it changes
Space Mode - just press the space key, when the beat reaches the middle of the screen
Words Mode - challenge your word typing speed, the faster you type the more you need to handle
Alphabet Mode - challenge your letter typing speed with different twists
Mouse Mode - collect the beats with your mouse, are you fast enough?

Additional Info:
All game modes have their own unique visual effects
Every mode is challenging
A lot of playtime
There will be options to play in other languages for Alphabet and Words game Modes
(English,German,Korean,Russian,Chinese,Japanese,French,Spanish,Portuguese-Brazilian,Ukrainian,Turkish,Polish... and more
to come)
Game will be updated with new songs monthly
Three different leaderboard displays:

friends only leaderboards - view all your Steam friends progress compared to your own
global leaderboards - view the world's top 20 players for each leaderboard
personal leaderboards - view your own current ranking among other players

Featured Songs
Janji ft. Johnninh - Heroes Tonight
Janji - Horizon
Janji ft. TR - Milky Way Stars
A Himitsu - Cease
A Himitsu - Stories
A Himitsu - Lost Within
Elexive - Beach Buggy Ride
Elexive - Bloody Pumpkin
Indigo - Hope
JOA Mabeha - Skyward
Niki Kofman - Maelstrom
Niki Kofman - Tropicom
Quasar Music - Madness
Rolipso - Jumble
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Whithe - Garcion
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Title: Slash It Ultimate
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017
b4d347fde0

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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It's pretty alright. I personally play it for the word typing mode, but there's a handful of other modes to play that range from the
quality of "mindless fun" to "pointless frustration". It's visually stimulating and it has some decent tracks of music. It lights up
all the parts of your brain that tell you that you're having fun and making progress, at least for a little while.
This game goes on sale pretty frequently, so buy it during a sale. It's not really worth five dollars, but for the price of a pack of
gum ($0.50), it's pretty worth it for the "words" mode. Stay away if you're not a fan of the "flashing lights + basic reflex" style
of games (like Osu!, ect.).. So the thing is, this game is almost great. However, every single one of the game modes has some
annoying part to it that just makes the game unfun. The cube has horrific camera angle transitions, the words is super weird
because it types out parts of some words as you type out the first one you see, and the arrows one is like Beatmania if the
different columns meant literally nothing. This game would be good to practice speed on your number pad or to practice typing,
but as a rhythm game, it fails in my opinion. Just play osu! or Beatmania instead.. One thing I'll say, If you notice, I've only got
about 20-30 minutes in this game so far. That's as much as I can take. Playing the first level, the one which is available when
you first get the game, the one you have to play 3-4 times in order to purchase even another song to play causes visual
distortions after looking away from the screen where the walls in my room bulge and shift.
This game makes me incredibly dizzy and it will probably do the same to you.
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